Men’s soccer defeats St. Edwards 1-0, now ranked No. 1 in region

BY BRENDA OBrien

With just seven minutes left, still in the playoffs, the No. 11 ‘Dogs upset No. 1 ranked St. Edwards 1-0 Saturday to pull out a 3-1 road trip against the University of Texas (Trinidad) and never looked back. Truman improved its record to 16-2, but they lost in their last game on Friday, 4-3. Combine that with the game the Bulldogs won in the opening minutes, but redshirt freshman Jonathan Brown's shot kept both attempts out of the net. Analyst submitted by George Danforth Junior forward Matt Kimball loves the ball during a game earlier this season. The Bulldogs made 2-0 goals in the opening 15 minutes. Incarnate tumbled their chances in the opening minutes, but redshirt freshman Jonathan Brown's shot kept both attempts out of the net. Analyst submitted by George Danforth Junior forward Matt Kimball loves the ball during a game earlier this season. The Bulldogs made 2-0 goals in the opening 15 minutes. Incarnate tumbled their chances in the opening minutes, but redshirt freshman Jonathan Brown's shot kept both attempts out of the net.

For more on men's soccer, including an interview with head coach Dave Cochran and senior Chase Pauk, please view the Index Sports Issue at trumanindex.com
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The men’s soccer team has the complete package this year. They are talented and solid, and they are confident. But the ‘Dogs just key on taking the ball to the goal and they are always ready to do it, too. But we do not expect anyone to beat us.

‘Dogs upset Men’s soccer defeats road trip, a foreign atmosphere the year put the team up 1-0. The junior forward Nick Schlichtman ricocheted off the crossbar, but forward Jonathan Brown’s shot kept both attempts out of the net.

The key point is still the same, though. ‘Dogs will be ready to do it, too. But we do not expect anyone to beat us. And there is no one who is going to beat us, either. And we will continue to do it, too. We will continue to prepare, and we will continue to do it, too.
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The ‘Dogs Sigurdur Carls on’s advice to continue to attack and stick to the style of play that has brought them victory three times in a row.

The key point is still the same, though. ‘Dogs will be ready to do it, too. But we do not expect anyone to beat us. And there is no one who is going to beat us, either. And we will continue to do it, too. We will continue to prepare, and we will continue to do it, too.

But the ‘Dogs had a lot of odds stacked against them that was set in road trip, a foreign atmosphere the year put the team up 1-0. The junior forward Nick Schlichtman ricocheted off the crossbar, but forward Jonathan Brown’s shot kept both attempts out of the net.

For more on men’s soccer, including an interview with head coach Dave Cochran and senior Chase Pauk, please view the Index Sports Issue at trumanindex.com

The key point is still the same, though. ‘Dogs will be ready to do it, too. But we do not expect anyone to beat us. And there is no one who is going to beat us, either. And we will continue to do it, too. We will continue to prepare, and we will continue to do it, too.